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Advertising executive and single parent Luke Fisher has grown painfully aware he becomes less dateable the
minute he reveals he has a son. Not entertaining any hope of finding love is difficult, but after six years of
failed romances, he’s resolved it doesn’t matter. He has all he needs in life: beautiful son, great job,
supportive family.

Until two weeks before Christmas, he believed he needed nothing and no one, but that was before he met
Jamie Papadopoulos. Jamie is the most attractive man Luke’s ever seen, and one look into his eyes confirms
the feelings are mutual. After one amazing night, Luke’s doubts cloud his reasoning, and, deciding to pre-
empt heartache, he throws away Jamie’s number, sure he’ll never see him again.

Luckily for Luke, Jamie knows they could be good together, and he is persistent, eventually wearing Luke
down. As their one year anniversary approaches, Jamie knows exactly what he wants to give Luke. The
platinum wedding bands have been burning a hole in his suitcase in the attic for two months. But before he
can say those four life-changing words, an accident throws their well-ordered lives into disarray.

First Edition published by Silver Publishing, 2011
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From reader reviews:

Sadie McBride:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information currently can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even an issue. What people must be
consider if those information which is in the former life are hard to be find than now's taking seriously which
one is acceptable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable
resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Mr. Popsalos as the daily resource information.

Jared Williams:

The publication untitled Mr. Popsalos is the reserve that recommended to you to study. You can see the
quality of the guide content that will be shown to anyone. The language that author use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of research when write the
book, so the information that they share to you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book
of Mr. Popsalos from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Jennifer Mitchell:

Typically the book Mr. Popsalos has a lot details on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
profit. The book was compiled by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research just before write
this book. This specific book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this article book.

Sharon Keller:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the free time or they will get large
amount of stress from both daily life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity do you have when
the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading publications. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the particular book you have
read will be Mr. Popsalos.
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